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Sept 2

Sept 3

Sept 4

Sept 5

Sept 8

Sept 9

Sept 10

Sept 11

Sept 12

11:00 Muppet Movie
11:00 Muppet Movie
After the Wedding, Easy Rider, and The Dead Don’t Die continue
(Farewell & Bernadette, too)
7:15 Dag Hammarskjöld

Sept 15

Sept 16

Sept 22

Sept 23

Sept 29

Sept 30

SUN

MON

7:15 Apoc Now Final Cut

Sept 17

7:15 Honeyland

Sept 18

7:15 Tintoretto

7:15 One Child Nation

7:15 Fiddlin’

7:15 Anthropocene

Sept 24

TUES

Oct 1

7:15 Birth of the Cool

Sept 25

OCTOBER
WED

Oct 2

8:00 Roger Waters

Oct 6

Oct 7

Oct 8

Oct 9

Oct 13

Oct 14

Oct 15

Oct 16

Oct 20

Oct 21

Oct 22

Oct 27

Oct 28

Oct 29

9:30am Film Forum
9:30am Film Forum

Breaking Bad movie

9:30am Film Forum
5:00 Il Postino
5:15 Poltergeist

Nov 3

8:00 48 Hour Horror

7:15 Jay Myself

7:15 Ram Dass

Sept 19

7:15 American Dreamer

Sept 26

THUR

Oct 3

8:15 Naro Video doc

Aug 31

Sept 6

Sept 7

Sept 13

Sept 14

11:00 Muppet Movie
After the Wedding, (Farewell & Bernadette, too)
Easy Rider, and The Dead Don’t Die start
11:30 Rocky Horror

Linda Ronstadt starts
9:15 Tron

Sep 20

9:15 The Room

Sept 27

Sept 21

9:15 Amer Dreamer

Sept 28

Abbey Rd Side 2
Fiddler: Miracle of Miracles starts
11:30 Rocky Horror

FRI

Oct 4

SAT

Oct 5

Monty Python Holy Grail starts
9:15 Fright Night
9:15 W’wolf n London

Oct 11

Oct 12

Oct 17

Oct 18

Oct 19

Oct 23

Oct 24

Oct 25

Oct 26

Oct 30

Oct 31

7:15 Metallica S+M2
7:15 Corp Coup d’Etat

8:00 Halloween

Oct 10

Aug 30

8:00 48 Hour Horror

7:15 & 9:45 Rocky Horror

Breaking Bad movie starts
9:15 Rosemary’s Baby
9:15 The Exorcist
9:15 Hocus Pocus

9:15 Hellraiser
11:30 Rocky Horror

Nov 1

5:00 Best of 48 Hour
9:15 House (Hausa)

9:15 Carrie
11:30 Live Burlesque

Nov 2

9:30am Film Forum
7:15 PlantPop Festival

Sunday Mornings at 9:30am
FALL Season 2019 — Oct 6, 13, 20; Nov 3, 10, 17; Dec 8
All 7 for $70 ($75 after Oct 5) / Any 4 for $50 / One-Time Admission $15

If you love movies, join a discriminating group of cinephiles to share brunch, conversation, critique,
and an advance screening of the latest offering from a roster of prominent independent, foreign, and
American filmmakers. 9:30am is brunch, followed by the film at 10:00, then discussion and rating
of the film. To sign up, pick up a form in the Naro lobby or at Naro Video, or call us.
For further info call 625-6275 (days) or 625-6276 (nights)

Naroline info 625-6276 or visit www.narocinema.com
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To all our
DVfaithful members:

Thank you for many years of patronage and friendship. Because of you, we’ve been able
to outlast our competition (including all video-store chains) while providing an ever-expanding universe of visual entertainment. Although Naro Video will no longer exist on Colley Avenue, we are actively seeking a new home for the collection that will be made available to
the community. Stay tuned!
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Get on the Naro e-list!
Contact us at

MON

naro@narocinema.com

Some of our films do not have set dates as of this printing. Titles and times are usually decided the Monday before each
Friday, and are usually up on our website or on the Naroline by Tuesday.
SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE To confirm playdates or to get showtimes, check these usual sources—
• Naroline (757) 625-6276 (answered live when we’re open)
• Go to www.narocinema.com (other showtime sites are sometimes unreliable)
• Email us at naro@narocinema.com to get on our “e-list” for weekly updates
SUN

or visit us at

www.narocinema.com

DOLBY DIGITAL

1507 COLLEY AVE. • GHENT • 625-6276

Rocky Horror (with live cast by Fishnet Ink) shows every 4th and 5th Friday of each month.
So it will show on this program on the following nights—late shows on Friday Sept 27 and Friday Oct 25, and prime time shows on Halloween Wednesday, Oct 31.
The late shows start between 11:30 and 12:00 midnite—best to check before arriving. The announced showtime will be when the pre-show activities start, which runs about 15-20 minutes.
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Starts FRIDAY, AUG 30
50th Anniversary Screenings
and Peter Fonda Tribute

EASY RIDER This road/buddy picture
became one of the rallying points of the
late 60s. Peter Fonda and Dennis Hopper
play Captain America and Billy, journeying cross-country on their motorcycles,
using a drug deal in Los Angeles to finance a trip to Mardi Gras. With Jack
Nicholson and Phil Spector. Gotta helmet? (1969, R, 95 mins)

Starts FRIDAY, AUG 30

AFTER THE WEDDING Isabel
(Michelle Williams) has dedicated her
life to working with the orphaned children in Calcutta. Theresa (Julianne
Moore) is the multimillionaire head of
a media company who lives with her
artist husband (Billy Crudup) and their
twin boys in NY. When word comes to
Isabel of a mysterious and generous
grant for the financially struggling orphanage, she must travel to meet
Theresa in person. (PG-13, 110 mins)

MONDAY, SEPT 9 at 8:00

ZZ TOP: THAT LITTLE OL’ BAND FROM
TEXAS tells the story of how three oddball
teenage bluesmen—Billy Gibbons, Dusty Hill,
and Frank Beard—became one of the biggest,
most beloved bands on the planet. This documentary features candid band interviews, never-before-seen archive, animation, celebrity fan
testimonials, and an intimate performance at the
legendary Gruene Hall. (91 mins)

WED, SEPT 18 at 7:15 w/ speaker & discussion

ONE CHILD NATION China’s One Child Policy, the extreme population control measure that
made it illegal for couples to have more than one
child, may have ended in 2015, but the process
of dealing with the trauma of its brutal enforcement is only just beginning. This new documentary explores the ripple effect of this devastating
social experiment—from abandoned newborns, to forced sterilizations and abortions, and government abductions. (89 mins)

TUESDAY, SEPT 10 at 7:15 40th Anniversary
THURSDAY, SEPT 19 at 7:15 & SATURDAY, SEPT 21 at 9:15
APOCALYPSE NOW FINAL CUT Scared about its reception after
with filmmaker Derrick Borte in attendance
the 1979 Cannes Film Festival, Coppola cut the the film to 153 minAMERICAN DREAMER A driver for
utes, making it “less weird.” In 2001, he restored many of the things
HAIL (an Uber-type service), who makes
he’d cut and came up with Apocalypse Now Redux, a grandiose 202extra cash chauffeuring a low level drug
minute version. And now,
dealer around town finds himself in a seriFinal Cut splits the difference
ous financial bind and decides to kidnap the
between the version he thinks
dealer's child. Filmed on the gritty streets
is too short, and the Redux he
of Norfolk, filmmaker Derrick Bortes's colnow thinks is overstuffed.
laboration with the ODU Film Dept stars
(2019, R, 183 mins)
comic-turned-dramatic actor Jim Gaffigan. (R, 92 mins)
WEDNESDAY, SEPT 11 at 7:15 with introduction

FRIDAY, SEPT 20 at 9:15

HONEYLAND In the isolated Balkan mountains, the last in a long line of wild beekeepers FlickIt! presents THE ROOM Johnny’s (Tommy
lives a simple life without electricity or run- Wiseau’s film has often been referred to as the
THE DEAD DON’T DIE In the Starts FRIDAY, AUG 30
“Citizen Kane of bad movies.” This
ning water. But her peaceful existence is
sleepy small town of Centerville,
is one not to be missed. (2003, R,
thrown into upheaval by the arrival of an itinsomething is not quite right. The
99 mins)
erant family of seven rambunctious children..
dead begin to rise from their graves
It
doesn’t
take
long
however,
before
a
conflict
and savagely attack and feast on the
evolves that exposes the fundamental tension
living. Jim Jarmusch's comic horror
TUESDAY, SEPT 24 at 7:15
between nature and humanity, harmony and
film stars Bill Murray, Adam Driver,
with intro by Barry Graham, host of WHRV Pickin’and Acoustic Highway
discord, exploitation and sustainability. (85 mins)
and Tilda Swinton. (R, 105 mins)
FIDDLIN' To celebrate the 80th anniversary of the Old Fiddler’s
Convention in Galax, VA, Fiddlin’ is
Starts FRIDAY, SEPT 13
the first documentary permitted to
FRIDAY, AUG 30 at 11:30
LINDA
RONSTADT:
THE
SOUND
OF
MY
VOICE
follows
her
Featuring live Rocky cast
record this family festival of Old
through her early years of singing Mexican canciones with her family,
Time and Bluegrass musical tradiher folk days with the Stone Poneys, and her reign as the “rock queen”
tions. Fiddlers and pickers of all ages
SAT-MON, AUG 31-SEPT 2 at
of the ‘70s and early ’80s. She was
travel from far and wide to attend this
11:00am All Seats $5
a pioneer for women in the malelegendary music event. (96 mins)
THE MUPPET MOVIE This bigdominated music industry and an
screen debut of Jim Henson's plush
early advocate for human rights. WEDNESDAY, SEPT 25 at 7:15 with introduction by Chrysler Museum
creations is smart, lighthearted, and
Ultimately, her incredible voice
fun for all ages. (1979, G, 97 mins)
was lost to Parkinson’s disease, but ANTHROPOCENE: THE HUMAN
her music and influence remain as EPOCH The Naro joins theaters around
TUESDAY, SEPT 3 at 7:15
timeless as ever. (PG13, 95 mins) the country for the premiere of Anthropocene in recognition of the U.N. Climate
with speaker & discussion
Action Summit. The acclaimed filmmakFRIDAY, SEPT 13 at 9:15
COLD CASE HAMMARSKJOLD In
ing team of Jennifer Baichwal, Nicholas
1961, UN secretary-general Dag HamFlickIt! presents TRON When
de Pencier, and art photographer Edward
marskjöld’s plane mysteriously crashed in
brilliant computer engineer
Burtynsky have travelled the globe to docCentral Africa, killing him and most of the
Kevin Flynn (Jeff Bridges)
ument the lasting impact industrial techcrew. With the case still unsolved today,
finds out that an executive at his company has
nology has made on reshaping the
Danish journalist, filmmaker, and provobeen stealing his work, he hacks the mainframe
landscape of the planet. Narrated by Alicia
cateur Mads Brügger leads us down an inand is beamed inside an astonishing digital
Vikander. (87 mins)
vestigative rabbit hole as he begins to sniff out something more
world. TRON is an original and visually stunmonumental than anything they’d initially imagined. (123 mins)
ning piece of science fiction that represents a
Starts FRIDAY, SEPT 27
landmark work in the history of computer ani- FIDDLER: MIRACLE OF MIRACLES When "Fiddler on the
Post-film discussion by Christer Persson, former Swedish and EU diplomat to
mation. (1982, PG, 96 mins)
Nicaragua and now professor of Political Science at ODU.
Roof" opened on Broadway in 1964, it explored themes of tradition,
religion, and anti-Semitism
TUESDAY, SEPT 17 at 7:15 with introduction by Chrysler Museum
WED, SEPT 4 at 7:15 with introduction
against a modern backdrop of
TINTORETTO: A Rebel in Venice fully immerses audiences in the
BLUE NOTE RECORDS: BEYOND THE
radical social change that adlife of the last great artist of the Italian Renaissance. With the enchantNOTES Founded by two German Jews who fled
dressed gender roles, sexuality,
ing narrative voice of Helena Bonham Carter, cinema audiences visit
Berlin, Blue Note Records would become the
and race. Rare archival footage
places that evoke and preserve the
most influential jazz label of the post-war era.
and interviews with musical lumimemory of the painter, including the
Everyone who mattered in jazz recorded for Blue
naries explore the legacy of this
State Archives, the Doge's Palace,
Note. This film looks back to the glory days while
long-running, award-winning musical. The musical is still performed
St. Mark's Square, and the Church of
showing how the label, now under the supervitoday more than any other show around the world. (92 mins)
sion of Don Was, remains socially and musically relevant. (85 mins) San Rocco, all in celebration of the
FRIDAY, SEPT 27 at 11:30
Introduction by jazz artist Jae Sinnett, host and producer for the award winning 500th anniversary of Tintoretto’s
birth. (90 mins)
Featuring live Rocky cast
‘Sinnett in Session’ jazz radio show on WHRV FM.

Since 1879
757.622.2212
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TUESDAY, OCT 1 at 7:15 with introduction

MILES DAVIS: Birth of the Cool More than
any other black musician of the later 20th century,
Miles Davis challenged the dominant culture. He
broke boundaries as a black man and lived life on
his own terms. Miles's bold disregard for tradition,
his clarity of vision, his relentless drive, and constant thirst for new experiences made him an
inspiring collaborator to fellow musicians and a
cultural icon to generations of listeners. (115 mins)

WEDNESDAY , OCT 2 at 8:00

ROGER WATERS: US + THEM
Roger Waters, co-founder, creative
force, and songwriter behind Pink
Floyd, presents this highly anticipated
film, filmed in Amsterdam on the
European leg of his 2017–2018 tour
which saw Waters perform to over
two million people worldwide. and features songs from his legendary
Pink Floyd albums. (135 mins)

THURSDAY , OCT 3 at 8:15 with filmmakers

I FOUND IT AT THE VIDEO STORE This
documentary chronicles Tim Cooper and Linda
McGreevy’s devotion to Naro Video, which they
purchased in 1996 with a modest collection of several hundred movies;
it became one of America's most extraordinary film collections with
over 43,000 titles. Come say farewell to one of Norfolk's jewels and
relive the memories of this revered cultural institution. (45 minutes)

FRI-SUN, OCT 4-6

Celebrating 50 Years of Monty Python

MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY
GRAIL Oct 4 will mark the 50th anniversary of the first broadcast of Monty
Python’s Flying Circus and to celebrate
we present a restored print of their first
feature film. (1975, PG, 91 mins)

FRI, OCT 4 at 9:15

FRIGHT NIGHT A teenage horror-film
junkie is convinced his reclusive new neighbor is a vampire. He turns to a washed-up
television vampire to help him after strange
events occurs. Features Chris Sarandon and
Roddy McDowall. (1985, R, 106 mins)

SAT, OCT 5 at 9:15

AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON John Landis (Animal House) directs
David Naughton and Griffin Dunne as they
portray two college students backpacking
through Britain when a large wolf attacks
them. Can you guess what happens next...?
(1981, R, 97 mins)

WEDNESDAY, OCT 9 at 8:00

METALLICA: S&M2 Here is a new must-see
celebration of the 20th anniversary of Metallica’s
groundbreaking S&M concerts and album recorded with the San Francisco Symphony, now with
legendary conductor Michael Tilson Thomas.
(150 mins)

FRI, OCT 11 at 9:15

ROSEMARY'S BABY Waifish Rosemary
(Mia Farrow) and her struggling actor husband
(John Cassavetes) move to a NYC apartment
building with an ominous reputation and odd
neighbors (Sidney Blackmer, Ruth Gordon).
When Rosemary becomes pregnant she also
becomes increasingly isolated and believes that
her offspring is not of this world. Directed by
Roman Polanski. (1968, R, 137 mins)

SAT, OCT 12 at 9:15

THE EXORCIST When young Regan starts
acting odd—levitating, speaking in tongues—
her worried mother seeks medical help, only to
hit a dead end. But then...! Ellen Burstyn, Linda
Blair, Jason Miller and Max von Sydow star in
William Friedkin’s horror classic based on the
William Peter Blatty novel. (1973, R, 122 mins)

TUES & THUR, OCT 15 & 17 at 8:00
and SAT, OCT 19 at 5:00

48 HOUR FILM PROJECT — HORROR
Grassroots indie filmmaking: local filmmakers
premiere their original works! Audiences see
several 4-7 minute horror films and choose
their favorites. $8 admission for Tues & Thur;
$5 for Sat (Naro Ticket Books are valid).
48hourfilm.com/Hampton-Roads-VA/horror

WEDNESDAY, OCT 16 with speaker & discussion

CORPORATE COUP D’ETAT American workers in the Rust Belt
have experienced closures and outsourcing
brought on by Washington’s neoliberal policies. It's here that Donald Trump finds some
of his most fervent supporters. Journalist
Chris Hedges, author Cornell West, and
Canadian philosopher John Ralston Saul
propose that Trump is the symptom rather
than the disease. For decades, lobbyists and
corporatism have taken control of DC, gradually undermining the will of the people and
our very democracy. (90 mins)

FRI, OCT 18 at 9:15

FlickIt!
presents
HOCUS
POCUS Bette Midler, Sarah
Jessica Parker and Kathy Najimy
star as three witches in this fun
Halloween movie. (1993, PG, 96 mins)

SAT, OCT 19 at 9:15

HOUSE (Hausu) In an effort to avoid spending
time with her father and his creepy new lover,
Gorgeous (Kimiko Ikegami) and six of her friends
escape to her aunt's remote mansion, where supernatural events occur almost immediately. A severed
head takes flight, household appliances come to
life, and a portrait of a cat seems to contain an evil
spirit. In Japanese with English subtitles. (1977, 88
mins)

SUNDAY, OCT 20 at 7:15 at 5:00
Presented with Virginia Opera

IL POSTINO When exiled Cuban poet Pablo
Neruda (Philippe Noiret) arrives on a tiny
Italian isle, there's so much new mail that Mario
(Massimo Troisi) is hired as a postman. Mario
soon becomes a student of the poet, learning the
art of poetry to woo a local barmaid (Maria
Grazia Cucinotta) and tell about the struggles of
the working-class villagers. In Italian and
Spanish with subtitles. (1995, 116 mins)

TUESDAY, OCT 22 at 7:15

with introduction by Chrysler Museum

JAY MYSELF Acclaimed photographer Jay
Maisel bought a six-story, 72-room building
on the Bowery in 1966. Ever since, the site
has served as his home, studio and repository
for a breathtaking collection of items that
inspires his photographic work. But now it
must be emptied out following its sale in the
largest private real estate deal in NYC history.
(76 mins)

FRIDAY, OCT 25 at 9:15

HELLRAISER Sexual deviant Frank inadvertently
opens a portal to hell when he tinkers with a box he
bought while abroad. The act unleashes gruesome
beings called Cenobites, who tear his body apart.
When his brother and wife move into Frank's old
house, they accidentally bring what is left of Frank
back to life. (1987, R, 94 mins)

FRIDAY, OCT 25 at 11:30
Featuring live Rocky cast

SAT, OCT 26 at 9:15

CARRIE In this chilling adaptation of
Stephen King's horror novel, strange
occurrences start happening around
withdrawn and sensitive Carrie (Sissy
Spacek), and she begins to suspect that
she has supernatural powers. Invited to the prom by the empathetic
Tommy (William Katt), she tries to let her guard down, but things
eventually take a dark and violent turn. (1976, R, 98 mins)

SAT, OCT 26 at 11:30
Late Night Live Burlesque!

It's that time again! Burlyville Thrill and
Fantasmo After Dark are bringing back sexy
spooks for their annual Halloween Burlesque
Show with Creeps and Cheeks: An Ode to
Movie Murderers. Come see these slashers
shimmy and shake their best assets but don't get
too close! These dames are DEADLY!! Hosted
by Rob Floyd.

SUN, OCT 27 at 5:15

POLTERGEIST Strange and creepy happenings
beset an average California family when ghosts
commune with them through the television set.
Initially friendly and playful, the spirits turn unexpectedly menacing, and, when the young daughter
goes missing, they turn to a parapsychologist and
eventually an exorcist for help. (1982, PG, 114
mins)
evening

TUESDAY, OCT 29 at 7:15 with speaker and discussion

BECOMING NOBODY represents the core arc of Ram Dass' teachings and life: whether as Dr. Richard Alpert, the eminent Harvard psychologist, or as Ram Dass who serves as a bridge between Eastern and
Western philosophies, he has defined a generation of inner explorers
and seekers of truth
and wisdom. Through
his turns as scion of
an eminent Jewish
family from Boston,
rock-star
Harvard
psychologist, counter-culture
rascally
adventurer, Eastern
holy man, stroke survivor and compassionate caregiver, he has worn
many hats on his journey, the narrative of which is revealed in this film
through his ability to entertain and his sense of humor. (81 mins)

WEDNESDAY, OCT 30 at 8:00

HALLOWEEN On a cold Halloween night in
1963, six year old Michael Myers brutally murdered his 17-year-old sister, Judith. He was sentenced and locked away for 15 years. But on
October 30, 1978, while being transferred for a
court date, a 21-year-old Michael Myers steals a
car and escapes Smith's Grove. He returns to his
quiet hometown of Haddonfield, Illinois, where
he looks for his next victims. (1978, R, 91 mins)

THUR, OCT 31 Halloween at 7:15 & 9:45

And as with all shows—featuring the live
Rocky cast (Fishnet Ink) on the Naro stage.
Note that Rocky Horror also shows as late
shows (pre-show starts 11:30 to midnight,
check local listings) on Friday night Sept 27;
Friday Oct 25; and of course Halloween
Thursday, Oct 31 at 7:15 & 9:45.

SUNDAY, NOV 3 at 7:15

Celebrate the culture of horticulture at
the First Annual PlantPop Film
Festival organized by PlantPop, the world’s only horticultural film
studio. Over the past year, this locally based video production studio
produced and released over 50 short videos by a dozen talented filmmakers. The festival will highlight the best films and award prizes for
the best videos of the year.

The rest of these films are not dated as of this printing, so it is
unknown when they will play. It’s best to stay in touch by
either calling the Naroline at 625-6276, checking our website at
www.narocinema.com, or getting on our e-list for weekly updates.
Yes, we will
be playing it,
but...

DOWNTON ABBEY This feature film follows the continuing story
of the Crawley family, wealthy owners of a large estate in the English
countryside in the early 20th century. Please note that we will not open
on the national release date due to distributor demands, but we will
play it in October, so hopefully you’ll wait for us! (PG, 122 mins)

LUCE A star high school athlete and accomplished debater, Luce (Kelvin Harrison Jr.) is a
poster boy for the new American Dream. As
are his parents (Naomi Watts and Tim Roth),
who adopted him from a war-torn country a
decade earlier. When Luce’s teacher (Octavia
Spencer) makes a shocking discovery in his
locker, Luce’s stellar reputation is called into
question. But is he really at fault, or is Ms.
Wilson preying on stereotypes? (109 mins)

VITA & VIRGINIA Set amidst the bohemian high society of 1920s England, here is the
true story of a literary love affair that fueled
the imagination of one of the 20th century’s
most celebrated writers. Vita Sackville-West
(Gemma Arterton) is the brash, aristocratic
wife of a diplomat who freely has affairs with
women. When she meets the brilliant but troubled Virginia Woolf (Elizabeth Debicki), she
is immediately attracted to the famed novelist’s eccentric genius and enigmatic allure. So begins an intense, passionate relationship that will leave both women profoundly transformed and inspire one of Woolf’s greatest works. (R, 110 mins)
OFFICIAL SECRETS Based on world-shaking true events, this is the gripping story of
Katharine Gun (Keira Knightley), a British intelligence specialist whose job involved routine
handling of classified information. In the lead up
to the Iraq War, Gun received a memo from the
NSA with a shocking directive: the U.S. is enlisting Britain’s help in collecting compromising
information on UN Security Council members in
order to blackmail them into voting in favor of
an invasion of Iraq. She defies her government and leaks the memo to
the press. So begins an explosive chain of events. (R, 112 mins)
ONCE UPON A TIME IN HOLLYWOOD Quentin Tarantino's
ninth feature film is a story
that takes place in Los
Angeles in 1969, at the height
of hippy Hollywood. The two
lead characters are Rick
Dalton (Leonardo DiCaprio),
former star of a western TV
series, and his longtime stunt
double Cliff Booth (Brad
Pitt). Both are struggling to make it in a Hollywood they don't recognize anymore. (R, 159 mins)

TEL AVIV ON FIRE In this romantic dramedy, Salam, a young Palestinian living in
Jerusalem, works as a trainee on the Palestinian
popular soap opera "Tel Aviv on Fire", produced
in Ramallah. Every day, to reach the TV studios,
he has to go through an Israeli checkpoint. The
commander of the checkpoint, Assi, whose wife
is a big fan of the soap opera, pressures him to
rewrite the script of the show. Unexpectedly, his
newfound creative influence brings Salam success. In Hebrew and Arab with subtitles. (97
mins)

JUDY Winter 1968 and showbiz legend Judy
Garland (Renée Zellweger) arrives in Swinging
London to perform a five-week sold-out run at
The Talk of the Town. It is 30 years since she
shot to global stardom in The Wizard of Oz, but
if her voice has weakened, its dramatic intensity
has only grown. As she prepares for the show,
battles with management, charms musicians and
reminisces with friends and adoring fans, her
wit and warmth shine through. Even her dreams
of love seem undimmed as she embarks on a
whirlwind romance with Mickey Deans, her
soon-to-be fifth husband. (PG-13, 118 mins)

Valid thru October 31, 2019

SATURDAY, SEPT 28

DECONSTRUCTING
THE
BEATLES:
ABBEY ROAD (SIDE 2) In the popular filmed
lecture series, musicologist Scott Frieman concludes his dissection of The Beatles’ final recorded album as he delves into the recording and construction of the groundbreaking second side of
Abbey Road, which is celebrating its 50th anniversary (85 mins)

AQUARELA Aquarela takes audiences on a
deeply cinematic journey through the transformative beauty and raw power of water. The
film is a visceral wake-up call that humans are
no match for the sheer force and capricious
will of Earth’s most precious element. From
the precarious frozen waters of Russia’s Lake
Baikal to Miami in the throes of Hurricane
Irma to Venezuela's mighty Angel Falls, water
is Aquarela's main character, with director
Victor Kossakovsky capturing her many personalities in startling clarity. Filmed in such
diverse locations as Greenland, Venezuela,
Siberia's Lake Baikal and the middle of the Atlantic. (PG, 89 mins)

THE LIGHTHOUSE From Robert
Eggers, the visionary filmmaker
behind modern gothic masterpiece
The Witch, comes this hypnotic and
hallucinatory tale of two lighthouse
keepers on a remote and mysterious
New England island in the 1890s.
Robert Pattinson and Willem Dafoe
are transformative in their roles as tortured individuals who try to
maintain their sanity while living in complete isolation on the rugged
Maine coastline. (R, 110 mins)
THE CURRENT WAR The brilliant inventor,
Thomas Edison (Benedict Cumberbatch) and
charismatic businessman George Westinghouse
(Michael Shannon) engage in a battle of technology and ideas that will determine whose
electrical system will power the new century.
Westinghouse and Nicolai Tesla (Nicholas
Hoult) see fatal flaws in Edison's direct current
design and bet everything on risky alternating
current. (PG-13, 108 mins)

Do Good
Forever!
It’s easy.
Put a gift in your will
for your favorite charity.

leaveabequest.org

Birthday Party, Screening Party,
Private Party, Any Party (almost)...
Ask about renting the Naro
757-625-6275

